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In the middle of the night, a shadow is running in the darkness of lonely New York City corners,
chasing criminals, helping lost souls.Wrong Day For a Kill is the first short story in the science-
fiction series Superhero Stories: The W Series. W is a superhero like no other, who struggles
between the hunger for Justice and the need to use violence to achieve that very ideal of
justice.Where is W running to tonight? Who is being chased?Meet W in the first of a long series
of adventures.
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always believes in me.Wrong Day For A KillRun.Keep running, ass-holes. I can run faster than
you, you know it, and I’ll get you in the end.“Hey! Ass-holes! I said stop!”They never listen, ever.
But I like yelling at them, I like the way my voice sounds when I’m wearing the mask: it’s so loud,
so scary. I can feel they fear me. Jay did a great job with this new voice modulator: the sound is
really smooth and the tone is just perfect. He also added some lower frequencies that mess up
with people’s neuronal connections, they make them subconsciously shiver. It’s great. And the
mask now goes well with the suit, total black: it hides me and lets me blend in with the night, in
the dark corners of this city.“Ouch!”What the hell was that? Did he just throw a bag of garbage at
me? You jerk, you’ll learn how to behave with W! I know, the name is not very evocative, but it’s
right for me: W for wonder, W for watchman, W for… well, W for a lot of other things. I’m sick of
you, man, I’ve been following you and your buddy in this labyrinth of dark alleys for too long: I’m
glad I got there in time to save that poor girl from your disgusting claws, you junkies, but our little
chase is rather annoying. I don’t even know if you just wanted to rob her, to buy more stuff to clog
your veins with, or if you also wanted to rape her, for a nice all-included night full of fun. I despise
you, anyway, sometimes I despise all East Harlem and its jungle of darkness and lost souls.“I
said stop!”He must be deaf, or just too stupid to understand who he’s facing - better, who is
running after him. And where is his buddy now? He must have gone hiding somewhere, looking
for some fast consolation in a last sip of cheap alcohol, or at the bottom of a syringe. This is
taking too long now, let me show you how bad your night is going to become.It’s easy to get guys
like him, in the end: I just need to speed up a little bit, keep yelling at him to scare him out, wait
for him to turn his head back towards me, to check how close I am, and stumble, slow down.
That’s usually where I get them, and this one is not different.I hold him by his neck, glad to have
gloves and not to have to touch his filthy clothes or his grayish skin. I hold him high up against
the wall of the old building, in another abandoned dark street; his eyes are right in front of mine:
my eyes are covered by the mask and he can’t see them, but I can see the fear and the
astonishment in his dilated pupils.“Where do you think you’re going?”“What the fuck do you
care? Who the hell are you? You’re not the Police.”“See, you’re not that stupid: I’m not the Police.
I’m worse!”I hold him slightly tighter and his eyes open up more, his eyebrows climb up higher,
giving to his whole face a grotesque look. He doesn’t move, his dark hair flows in a gust of cold
wind that rolls up from the East River and gets channeled all the way down here. It smells like
sadness.
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Corrado, “Action packed, addicting and with a very unique style.. I'm totally loving the W series!
It's a classic action novel but it's somehow very different than anything else I've ever read before.
First of all, you are looking at the events through the eyes of "W", a very uncommon superhero.
This gives a different perspective to the entire story. Then, there's the writing style, packed of
action and visual clues as if it was taken right out of a Marvel comic strip.I also love the short
story format... I'm now addicted to it and I can't wait for the next one to be published!”

A. Javadi, “W Series is full of suspense!. W Series is full of suspense and I love it... It is quite
unique in that although the book is about superheros, the characters are quite relatable. I could
see myself as W, minus a few minor details of course! But in all seriousness the characters are
so well created and described that you feel like you have known them for a long time and that
you are walking among them. Another thing I enjoy about Conti's writing style is that it contains
little nuggets of humor when you least expect it, which I appreciate in all her work. I look forward
to reading all subsequent books and can't wait to see what happens to this mystery!”

Susan H., “What a great concept!!!. I love the concept of this down to earth FEMALE
"superhero". This first book totally sets you up for needing to know what comes next. Can't wait
to read the rest of the series.”

Ebook Tops Reader, “Five Stars. GREAT series, got them, and devouring them as soon as they
come out”

Ebook Tops Reader, “Five Stars. I’m loving this series! I’m looking forward for the next episode.”

Ebook TopsReader, “Exciting story. Great read, can't wait to discover the other books in the W
Series!”

The book by Annalisa Conti has a rating of  5 out of 4.6. 8 people have provided feedback.
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